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Abstract* Advanced 3D video systems employ multi-view
video-plus-depth data to support the free-viewpoint
navigation and comfortable 3D viewing; thus efficient
depth map coding becomes an important issue. Unlike the
color image, the depth map has a property that depth values
of the inner part of an object are monotonic, but those of
object boundaries change abruptly. Therefore, residual data
generated by prediction errors around object boundaries
consume many bits in depth map coding. Representing
them with segment data can be better than the use of the
conventional transformation around the boundary regions.
In this paper, we propose an efficient depth map coding
method using a residual segmentation instead of using
transformation. The proposed residual segmentation divides
residual data into two regions with a segment map and two
mean values. If the encoder selects the proposed method in
terms of rates, two quantized mean values and an index of
the segment map are transmitted. Simulation results show
significant gains of up to 10 dB compared to the state-ofthe-art coders, such as JPEG2000 and H.264/AVC.
Keywords 3D video coding, depth map coding, residual
segmentation

1. Introduction
With growing demands for comfortable three-dimensional
videos, multi-view generation techniques using depth data
become a hot issue in multi-dimensional image processing.
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However, the increased number of views requires huge
channel capacity in result. Consequently, an efficient coding
technique is strongly required. In order to fulfill such
demand, many research works have been developed with
various data formats and coding methods1,2. In particular,
MPEG (moving picture experts group) and JVT (joint video
team) have developed the multi-view video coding (MVC)
which compresses multi-view videos using inter-view
correlations3. It employs inter-view and temporal prediction
scheme that expanded the motion estimation into inter-view
direction. During the activities on MVC standardization,
many coding techniques had been proposed such as
prediction structure4, view synthesis prediction5,6,
illumination compensation (IC)7, and motion skip mode8.
Since the MVC can compress only multi-view color data
with limited number of views, it is hard to generate
intermediate views at the decoder side. After finalizing the
standardization on MVC in 2008, experts raised request of a
new coding standard that can provide multi-view video
generation at the decoder with low complexity. As a result,
the multi-view video-plus-depth data (MVD) format has
been employed as a new 3D video format. The problem is
how to compress the huge amount of data increased by the
number of views including depth data.
According to the Plenoptic sampling theory, only few
viewpoint videos with depth data can render multi-view
images at the decoder9. Since the depth data provides
geometrical information of a scene, we can reconstruct a
virtual viewpoint image using the depth-based image
rendering (DIBR) techniques10,11. Employing the depth
maps as supplementary data, it is possible to reduce the
number of views to be transmitted. The 3D video coding is
under developing by MPEG with a framework that involves
the MVD format12. Therefore, one of the main issues in 3D
video coding is the depth map coding scheme.
There are many approaches to compress the depth map.
Morvan et al.13 used the platelet-based depth map coding
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with quad-tree decomposition and modeling depth edges.
Jäger et al.14 proposed a depth coding method by signaling
the location of depth edges for JPEG2000. Milani et al.15
presented a depth map coding using a segmentation method
to predict the shape of surfaces using a reconstructed color
image. Kang et al.16 used geometrical modeling in intra
prediction for depth map coding. Extending to the multiview video, Lee et al.6 proposed view synthesis prediction
method, which employs the view depth synthesis method
using the depth map to generate additional reference frames.
Moreover, several depth coding technologies are under
investigation by JCT-3V (joint collaborative team on 3D
video coding) group. The coding schemes are classified into
two categories as 3D-AVC (AVC compatible 3D video
coding) and 3D-HEVC (HEVC compatible 3D video
coding)17. For 3D-AVC technology, a plane segmentation
intra prediction (PSIP) method is proposed for the depth
map coding, which uses a segmentation method to divide a
block into k regions and applies different prediction scheme
18
. For 3D-HEVC technology, a depth modeling mode
(DMM) is proposed which uses a wedgelet or a contour to
approximate depth values of objects boundaries19. In
addition, a region boundary chain coding for 3D-HEVC is
proposed, which uses a chain coder to describe the shape of
object boundaries20.
In this paper, we aimed at development of an efficient
depth map coding utilizing different characteristics of depth
data from the color video. The variation of values of the
depth map is relatively monotonic compared to that of the
color image. In detail, if an object in the color image has
many textures such as patterns, abrupt changes of color
values are found in both inner and boundary. However, the
corresponding depth map contains relatively simple values.
The inner part of the object may have similar depth values,
whereas the boundaries may have abrupt depth changes due
to the different locations of objects. Upon this, residual data
generated by intra/inter prediction modes may contain a few
high-magnitude error values around object boundaries.
Consequently, many transform coefficients are generated.
This property inspired us to skip the transformation and to
send two representative values of two groups using a
segmentation method. In the following Chapter, we will
describe the details of the proposed depth map coding using
a segmentation method on residual data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Chapter
II, we explain the analysis on depth map coding. In Chapter
III, we propose a depth map coding method using residual
segmentation. In Chapter IV, we show experimental results
for the depth map coding and discussions. Concluding
remarks are given in Chapter V.

2. Analysis on Depth Map Coding
Depth maps and color images have different characteristics.
Generally, as we mentioned in the introduction, depth
values around object boundaries change abruptly while nonboundary regions have monotonic depth values. This abrupt
depth change consumes high portion of bits in depth map
coding. We visualized this property in figure 1 with depth
maps coded by two quantization parameters (QPs) such as
QP=27 and QP=37. The brighter regions are coded with
Intra4x4 mode and consume many bits due to the transform
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coefficients. From this result, we observed that object
boundaries are coded by Intra4x4 mode, which is the
smallest intra block and consumes many bits in general in
the H.264/AVC. As a QP goes to higher, the selection rate
of Intra4x4 goes to lower. In addition, since depth values
around object boundaries change abruptly, the residual data
may contain high-magnitude values. These high-magnitude
values can generate many transform coefficients that
consume many bits in the entropy coding.

(a) coded by QP=27

(b) coded by QP=37
Figure 1 Intra4x4 mode distribution in depth map coding

Here is an analysis on depth map coding that object
boundaries consume many bits. By coding 100 frames of
‘Newspaper’ sequence with intra prediction, we analyzed
the coded blocks containing transform coefficients and their
consuming bits. Among many prediction modes, we
focused on the blocks coded with Intra4x4 modes. Figure
2(a) shows the percentage of the blocks containing non-zero
coefficients among whole blocks; the rates of interest
blocks are rather high. Figure 2(b) shows the percentage of
bits generated by transform coefficients. As can be seen, the
percentages are high. Since there are many syntaxes of a
block, these values imply that the transform coefficients
occupy high portion of whole coded bits. . Figure 2(c)
shows the average bits of transform coefficients for a block.
The coded bits of the blocks containing transform
coefficients are rather high.
The recent coding standard such as the H.264/AVC uses a
block-based integer DCT (discrete cosine transform) to use
spatial redundancy. The block-based transformation is very
effective for color video coding since the residual data
induced by prediction still have high spatial correlation.
However, it is sometimes inefficient for depth map coding
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transformation. The residual segmentation divides the
residual data into two groups. By indicating the meaningful
residual values to the decoder, we can reconstruct the block
data. Figure 4 describes the overall procedures of the
proposed method. It is developed onto the H.264/AVC intra
coding since most of residual data are induced by intra
prediction. It consists of five steps as follows; 1) the
residual data are obtained using the conventional intra
prediction, 2) residues are divided into two regions via the
proposed residual segmentation method, 3) two mean
values of each segment are quantized, 4) the encoder selects
the best coding method between the conventional
transform-based coding method and the proposed method in
terms of coded bits for residual data, 5) the quantized mean
values and the index of segment map are coded using the
entropy coder.

at region of object boundaries. Figure 3 is an example that
one high-magnitude residual can generate many transform
coefficients in depth map coding; those coefficients
consume many bits in entropy coding. Due to the abrupt
depth changes, such cases occur frequently. Although most
pixels are predicted precisely, one high-magnitude
prediction error generates many high-magnitude
coefficients. The motivation of this work is that an
alternative residual representation method of using
transformation can be beneficial for depth map coding.

3. Depth Map Coding using Residual
Segmentation
The proposed depth map coding uses a residual
segmentation method instead of the block-based

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2 Analysis on depth map coding: (a) percentages of the blocks that coded with transform coefficients, (b) percentages of the bits for transform
coefficients compared to the total bits, (c) average bits for blocks containing transform coefficients

Figure 3 Effect of transformation on object boundary

Figure 4 Procedures of residual coding method

A. Residual Segmentation
As we mentioned above, the residual data to be processed
are obtained by using the predicted data using the best mode
in the conventional modes. Since the objective of this work
is to design an alternative coding method of using DCT, we
only take blocks containing coefficients into account by

checking the number of coefficients of a block. If there is
any coefficient in a block, i.e. coded_block_pattern≠0, we
obtain residual data by subtracting the predicted data of the
best mode from the original picture.
The next step is the residual segmentation, which is based
on the K-means clustering with K=2. Let R={R0, R1,…,
R15} be the residual data of a block arranged by raster
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scanning, then the algorithm selects the best segment map
Gk={δ0,k, δ1,k,…, δ15,k} among the pre-defined 256 segment
maps G={G0, G1,…, G255}. Since a block contains 16
pixels, the total number of possible segment map is 216. In
order to discard meaningless divisions and to reduce the
number of possible segment maps, we selected only 256
segment maps by checking the possibilities of occurrence.
Every segment map is consisted of 16 binary values with
δ∈{0,1}, where 0 indicates the first segment and 1
indicates the other segment. The optimal segment map Gk is
determined by iterative searching as,

k  arg min 15
j  0 R j  1,i (1   j ,i )  2,i j ,i (1)
i{0,1,...,255}

where k is the index of the optimal segment map, and μ1,i,
μ2,i are the mean values of each segment with respect to the
i-th segment map. Each means are calculated by,

1,i 

15j 0 R j (1   j ,i )
15j 0 (1   j ,i )

 2 ,i 

15j 0 R j  j ,i
15j 0  j ,i

(2)

Figure 5 Example of residual segmentation

Figure 6 Data reconstruction for a block

Here is an example with figure 5. If residual data consists
of two representative values, 0 and -14, we obtain two mean
values, m1=0 and m2=-14. The segment map consists of
binary values. In particular, zeros indicate G1 group having
m1 while ones indicate G2 group having m2. Note that most
of the mean values of the first segment, i.e. m1, are close to
zero.
B. Quantization of mean values
Since the proposed method works as an additional mode,
we need to select which method between the conventional
best mode and the proposed method is efficient for coding.

For this, we compare the consuming rates. First, we
quantize the resulting mean values of the residual
segmentation using a midtread quantizer as described in Eq.
(3).
Table 1 Quantization step sizes

QP
Qstep
QP
Qstep
QP
Qstep

0
1
2
3
0.625 0.6875 0.8125 0.875
7
8
9
10
1.375 1.625 1.75
2
…..
45
46
47
48
112
128
144
160

4
1
11
2.25

5
1.125
12
2.5

6
1.25
13
2.75

49
176

50
208

51
224
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where Qstep is the step sizes referred to the H.264/AVC
coder, and s is a scale factor of the quantizer, as presented in
Table 1. In addition, we use a controller s for the step size.
In practical, we use a fixed value of s at both encoder and
decoder. For de-quantization, we use Eq. (4).

~  ~  Q  s m
~  ~  Q  s
m
1
1
step
2
2
step

(3)

C. Data reconstruction
The decoding process of the residual data is straightforward.
After decoding the transmitted quantized values, we
reconstruct the mean values. Since we have decoded the
segment pattern by decoding the index of segment pattern,
we can assign the binary value for each pixel. Then, the
reconstructed residual data can be obtained by,

~
~ 
~
R j{0,1,...,15}  (1 -  j ,k )  m
1
j ,k j  m 2

(5)

Figure 6 shows an example of data reconstruction. If the
decoded mean values are 0 and -1, the dequantized mean
values are 0 and -14. Using Eq. (5), we can obtain the
reconstructed residual data. Using the predicted data at the
decoder side, we can obtain the final reconstructed block
data.
D. Entropy coding for segment data
There are three header data in the proposed coding method:
a flag bit for indicating the proposed method, two quantized
mean values, and the index for the segment map. The flag
bit is coded in MB level; hence each MB has one additional
flag bit to indicate the use of the proposed method. The
other two data such as quantized mean values and the index
of the segment map are coded in the block level. If a block
contains transform coefficients, i.e. coded_block_flag =1,
we encode these two header data instead of transform
coefficients. The quantized mean values are coded by
means of the signed integer Exp-Golomb-code; it is similar
to encoding motion vector difference. After encoding the
mean values, we encode the index of the segment map
using the fixed-length coding. Since we use only 256
frequent segment maps, we send 8-bits for the index of the
segment map to the decoder.
E. Mode decision
The proposed depth coding performs as an additional mode
at the encoder; hence we need to select which method is
efficient for coding. Here is an assumption for mode
decision. Considering that the depth map is used for
generation of a virtual view image, minor distortion of
depth value is negligible if it does not affect the quality of
virtual view image. In this sense, we allow the distortion of
the depth values due to the quantization. Since the best

mode in the conventional prediction method is, in general,
predicted precisely, the distortion of depth values barely
deteriorates the quality of the synthesized image.
In order to decide the best mode for the current macroblock,
we calculate two costs using Eq. (6) and (7)

J conv_mode  R( M , C )

(6)

J pro_mode  R ( M , Z , G )

(7)

where R represents the actual coding bits for a macroblock.
The cost for the conventional mode Jconv_mode is the coding
bits for the mode type M and the transform coefficients C,
and the cost of the proposed mode Jpro_mode is the coding bits
for the mode type M, two quantized mean values Z, and the
index of the segment map G. The encoder selects a lower
method for the actual coding method for a macroblock.

4. Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the coding performance of the proposed
depth map coding, we used three test set among the
provided 8 sequences from MPEG 3D video coding group
17
. Since there are two classes of test sequences regarding to
the resolution, we selected ‘Undo_Dancer’ sequence for the
1920x1088 resolution sequences and ‘Newspaper’ and
‘Balloons’ sequences for the 1024x768 resolution sequences.
The depth data of ‘Undo_Dancer’ sequence has ground
truth depth data since those are generated by the computer
graphics. However, the depth data of the other two
sequences are generated by the depth estimation software;
hence the depth may contain erroneous depth values.
The proposed residual coding is implemented in the
reference software JMVC 8.3 (joint multi-view video
coding). We applied the proposed coding scheme only to
the Intra4x4 blocks. Since even in P- or B- slices the intra
prediction is employed as well as the inter prediction, our
proposed method can be applied in any slice type. We tested
100 frames for testing with varying QPs (quantization
parameters) from 18 to 38. After reconstructing the depth
video, we generated three intermediate views using the
VSRS-1D-Fast software provided by JCT-3V21, where the
color videos for the virtual view generation were the
reconstructed data coded with the same QP set. The quality
of the coded depth map was evaluated with the quantity of
PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio) values of the generated
three intermediate views22; it is PSNR of synthesized views.
The coding performances were compared with the state-ofthe-art coders, i.e. JPEG2000, H.264/AVC, and the
proposed algorithm. For the JPEG2000, the Jasper software
was used with a rate parameter varying from 0.1 to 0.002.
The color data for virtual view generation were coded by
H.264/AVC INTRA with the same QP set.
Figure 7 shows the experimental results of the INTRA
only coding. The RD curves of the proposed method are
higher than the H.264/AVC. We observed that the coding
gains of high bitrates are greater than that of low bitrates.
This can be explained by the fact that the coder at low
bitrates loses most of residual data due to the quantization
while our method is applied to blocks containing
coefficients. In this sense, we observed that the proposed
method is hard to contribute the coding gain in predictive
coding such as P- or B-picture coding.
In the proposed method, the scaling factor s is used for
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quantization of defined mean values in (3) and (4). Since
we refer to the fixed quantization step sizes according to the
QP values of the H.264/AVC coder, we can control the

fidelity of residual data. If it is close to 1, the quantized
mean values have low quantization errors.

(a) ‘Newspaper’ sequence

(b) ‘Balloons’ sequence

(c) ‘Undo_Dancer’ sequence
Figure 7 Rate-distortion curves of the depth map coding

Therefore, the reconstructed residual data are close to the
original, while the quantized mean values consume more
bits for coding. On the other hand, if it is larger than 1, the
quantization errors of the mean values become larger.
Although the consuming bits for quantized mean values less
than that of the previous case, the accuracy of the residual

data become lower. Therefore, selecting optimal value of
the scaling factor is important task in the proposed method.
As shown in figure 8, selection of the scaling factor affects
the coding performance. For the case of s=1, the coding
gain was close to the results of the H.264/AVC. As the
scaling factor goes to higher value, the coding performances
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were getting better. However, the coding performances of

s=3 and s=4 were very close to each other.

Figure 8 Results of varying scaling factor

Figure 1 Comparison of coding performance with PSIP in 3DV-ATM coder

To evaluate the coding performance with the recent stateof-the-art 3D-AVC coder developed by JCT-3V, we used
3DV-ATM (ver. 6.1)22. Since the proposed method is aimed
at the intra coding method in the H.264/AVC coder, we
discarded the 3D-HEVC coder. In addition, we
synchronized the coding structure of the proposed method
with that of 3DV-ATM to make a fair comparison; it is the
MVC-like inter-view referable hierarchical B-picture
structure, where there is only one I-picture in a GOP (group
of pictures). Based on these conditions, we tested the PSIP
technique18 as disabling all depth coding methods (3DVATM all off), enabling only the PSIP (3DV-ATM PSIP on),
and enabling all depth coding methods (3DV-ATM all).
Figure 9 shows the comparison of coding performance with
the PSIP implemented in the 3DV-ATM coder. Both the
conventional H.264/AVC coder and the proposed method
showed almost the same performance since there is only
one I-picture is conducted in one GOP. The results of 3DAVC (all off) and 3D-AVC (PSIP) showed worse coding
performance than that of the proposed method in all bitrates.
Only the result of the 3D-AVC (all on) showed better
coding performance in low-bit rates.
To evaluate the overall coding performance, we
employed the Bjontegaard Delta bitrate (BDBR) and PSNR

(BDPSNR) measures23. By selecting four QP sets, i.e. 18,
22, 26 and 30, we evaluated the coding performance.
Additionally, we used the hierarchical B-picture coding by
setting GOP (group of pictures) to eight. Table 2 describes
the coding performance of the proposed method by
comparing with H.264/AVC. The maximum coding gain
was the INTRA only case of ‘Balloons’ sequence, -21.91 %
bit-saving or 2.10 dB quality improvements. On average,
the INTRA only coding structure showed -20.32 % bitsaving.
Table 2 Coding performance of each sequence

Test data
(depth)
Undo_Dancer
Balloons
Newspaper
(average)

INTRA only
BDBR BDPSNR
(%)
(dB)
-20.46
1.41
-21.91
2.10
-18.59
1.86
-20.32
1.79

Hierarchical B
BDBR
BDPSNR
(%)
(dB)
-3.84
0.27
-1.66
0.07
-5.37
0.22
-3.62
0.19

Figure 10 demonstrates the selected regions with the
proposed method; brighter regions in the figure indicate the
selected regions. As can be seen, the proposed method is
used frequently at the case of a lower QP. In addition, the
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selected regions are distributed around the object
boundaries since the proposed method is applied to the
blocks containing transform coefficients. In higher QP, e.g.
QP38, the selected regions are relatively minimal. To
evaluate results of reconstructed depth maps, we selected
one decoded frame of ‘Undo_Dancer’ and compared the
depth maps, as shown in figure 11. Each depth maps are
selected from the results indicated by the red circles in
figure 7(c). The result of JPEG2000 shows that depth values

around object boundaries have lots of coding errors.
However, other two methods were similar each other; but
the proposed method consumes less bits. To evaluate the
subjective evaluation of the coded depth map, we compared
the synthesized images, as shown in figure 12. Similarly
with the depth map comparison, the synthesized images of
the H.264/AVC and the proposed method show similar
subjective quality.

(a) Original depth map

(b) Result of QP18

(c) Result of QP26

(d) Result of QP38

Figure 10 Coded blocks with the proposed coding method

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11 Coded depth maps: (a) original depth map, (b) JPEG2000, (c) H.264/AVC, (d) proposed

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12 Synthesized images using: (a) original depth maps, (b) coded with JPEG2000, (c) coded H.264/AVC, (d) coded with proposed method
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an efficient depth map coding
using the proposed residual segmentation method instead of
using the conventional transformation coding. Since depth
values around object boundaries changes abruptly without
mixture pixels, the magnitude of residual data is rather high;
it results in a lot of transform coefficients consuming many
bits. To reduce the bits of transform coefficients, we
proposed the residual segmentation method to divide the
residual data into two groups. Most of the residual data can
be divided into zero-mean and non-zero mean group. By
signaling these mean values and the segment information to
the decoder, we obtained high coding gains around the
object boundaries. By experiments, the intra only coding
structure showed -20.32 % bit saving on average. The
qualities of the reconstructed depth map were maintained
compared to the results of the state-of-the-art H.264/AVC
coder, whereas the rates were reduced significantly.
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